**Panel Expansion Note**

For steel panels < 40' with a 1 1/2" turn down and 1 1/2" hem clearance:
1. 1/4" for installation temperature below 30 degrees Fahrenheit
2. 1/2" for installation temperature above 30 degrees Fahrenheit.

For steel panels > 40' with a 2" turn down and 2" hem clearance:
1. 1/4" for installation temperature below 30 degrees Fahrenheit.
2. 1/2" for installation temperature above 30 degrees Fahrenheit.

For aluminum panels - contact DMI

**Gutter Lap Note**

Lap gutter 3' min wi 2 rows of approved sealant and pop rivet joint 2" o.c. set in and cap pop rivets in approved sealant.

**Flashing Lap Note**

Lap flashings 2" min wi 1 row of butyl sealant.

**Full Ice and Water Underlayment Note**

For panel areas with full ice and water underlayment: strip in drip edge with 6" strip of approved ice and water underlayment.

---

**DMI IL20 Panel**

**DMI IL20 Panel Clip** 30" O.C. Max (fastened with 2 #14-13 x 1 1/2" Min. Dpi Fasteners)

**Inject Two Rows of Butyl Sealant in Vertical Leg**

**Field Wrap Around Panel Leg**

**Field Fold End of Panel Drip Edge**

**DMI Continuous Gutter Strap 30" O.C. Max.**

**DMI Continuous Gutter**

**Approved Smooth Surface High Temp Self-Adhered Ice and Water Underlayment (extend down fascia 4")**

**Approved Underlayment**

**Plywood Sheathing (min. 5/8" thick)**

**#10-13 GP Pancake Head Fastener 6" O.C. (Staggered)**

**#10-13 GP Pancake Head Fastener 12" O.C.**

**#14-13 DPI Fastener 30" O.C.**

**Wood Blocking**

**Fascia Wrap**

---

*Note: All dimensions shown unless otherwise noted are minimum dimensions.*